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Microprobe two-step laser desorption / laser ionization mass spectrometry QIL~MS) [1,2] was used to 
analyze 69 individual graphite grains, extracted from the Murchison meteorite [3], for the presence of polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Evidence for PAHs was observed in approximately 50 of the grains studied though 
only 10 grains showed sufficient signal intensity for molecule-specific isotopic analysis. The predominant carbon 
isotopic composition of the PAHs detected from the these grains closely matched solar abundances. Carbon isotopic 
correlations, however, between some PAHs and their associated grains, as determined by ion microprobe analysis 
131, suggest a fractional PAH component with a nonsolar origin. 

An improved version [4] of the p .L2~s  instrument incorporating a wide area microchannel plate detector 
assembly was used in this study. Typically between 10 and 40 spectra were recorded per grain, spectra being 
acquired until the signal was indistinguishable from background. The PAH spectra observed from the grains 
showed large variations in both signal intensity and molecular mass distribution. These variations occur between 
grains, bulk Murchison, and Murchison acid residue. An estimated 70% of the original bulk carbon (of 
predominantly normal isotopic composition) was still present in the acid residue which was prepared at the Open 
University by M. Grady and transferred to us by C. Alexander. In general, grain spectra showed a mass distribution 
extending beyond 400 m u ,  which is higher than that found in the spectra from either Murchison or its acid 
residue. Unalkylated PAHs such as phenanthrene (Cl4HI0; 178 mu) ,  pyrene (C16H10; 202 amu), chrysene (C18H12; 
228 m u )  and benzopyrene (CZOHl2; 252 m u )  are the dominant peaks. The lack of a common PAH signature 
argues against the generation of PAHs during the chemical digestion process used to prepare the residue from 
which the grains are extracted. It has been noticed by us [5], however, that the acid residue itself, does show a 
small but apparent increase in the abundance of low-mass PAHs relative to that of the bulk meteorite. Taking the 
concentrations of PAHs in bulk Murchison to be between 15-28 ppm [6], we estimate that the highest 
concentrations of PAHs observed by p L 2 ~ s  in the grains to be 500-5000 ppm, which is larger than the 
concentration of PAHs estimated within the acid residue. 

Our p L 2 ~ s  instrument is capable of providing molecule-specific carbon isotope information [7]. Isotope 
ratios are determined from the measurement of the relative signal intensities of individual isotopomer peaks of 
parent PAHs. For a molecule containing N carbon atoms there will be N+l isotopomer peaks, though many of 
these peaks may have negligible intensity. The relative signal intensities of each isotopomer peak are determined 
by the ratio of ' 2 ~ / ' 3 ~  for that molecule. The primary limitation in the accuracy of molecule-specific carbon 
isotopic measurements for grains arises from the limited number of ions detected. 

Figure 1 illustrates simulated spectra for the molecule phenanthrene using carbon isotopic ratios measured 
in the ion microprobe for individual graphite grains. From Fig. 1 it should be noted that it is experimentally easier 
to observe 13c isotope depletions, where the overall signal intensity is concentrated in a single strong peak, than it 
is to observe 13c isotope enrichments, where signal intensity is spread over neighboring isotopomer peaks. 

Figure 1. 
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Additionally in the case of 13c enrichments, chemical interferences (coinciding masses) from other molecular 
species can complicate analysis of the isotopomer peaks. 

Several grain spectra showed evidence of isotope enrichments or depletions for particular molecular 
species though the predominant isotope composition of the PAHs detected showed solar abundance. Some 
examples are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The mass spectrum of the 13c-enriched grain 7.25 ( 1 2 ~ / 1 3 ~  = 18), Fig. 2a, 
shows a strong peak at 154 amu assigned to acenaphthalene (C12Hlo) with a high mass trailing distribution of 
isotopomer peaks. The simulated isotopomer distribution for acenaphthalene, using the isotope ratio determined for 
the grain by ion microprobe analysis, shows a striking similarity to grain 7.25. This result should be interpreted 
with caution because of a possible chemical interference at 156 amu arising from C12--1-naphthalene ( C I ~ H I ~ ) ,  
which for example is observed on the isotopically normal grain 8.23. The mass spectrum of the I3c-depleted grain 
7.20 (12c/13c = 1587), Fig. 2b, shows a strong peak at 206 amu assigned to C16-alkyl-phenanthrene (C16H14) but a 
substantially diminished isotopomer peak at 207 amu, whereas both the isotopically normal grain 8.23 and the acid 
residue show the expected solar isotope value. Figure 3 shows the mass distributions for the 13c-enriched grain 
K10, the isotopically normal grain 8.54, and the acid residue. Both grain K10 and 8.54 have similar total signal 
intensities but have dramatically different mass envelopes. Grain 8.54 has similarities to the acid residue, with the 
dominant PAHs being the same in both spectra. Grain K10, in contrast, shows no prominant peaks and has a 
greater spectral complexity than any other spectrum we observed. Such a spectrum would be characteristic of 13c- 
enriched PAHs, where each PAH would show a wide distribution of isotopomer peaks. The carbon isotope ratio as 
determined by ion microprobe analysis for grain K10 is c ' ~ / c ' ~ = ~ o .  

From the results of the present study we conclude that (1) PAHs are associated with interstellar graphite 
grains; (2) the fact that the PAHs differ substantially from grain to grain indicates that the PAHs were not 
introduced by the chemical digestion process used in grain extraction or by the sample handling and mounting 
procedures; and (3) whereas the PAH 1 2 ~ / 1 3 ~  isotope ratios correlate in general only weakly with the bulk carbon 
isotope ratio as measured in the grains, some grains show strong evidence for a PAH component formed from the 
same carbon atoms that constitute the interstellar spherules. 

Figure 2a. Figure 2b. Figure 3. 
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